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RWE’s U.S. Onshore Wind Farm Scioto Ridge in
operation

· Successful completion of construction on RWE’s first Ohio-based project
· 250 megawatt facility represents more than $300 million investment
· Wind farm has capacity to generate clean energy for more than 60,000 households

Essen, 2 June 2021

RWE Renewables has started commercial operation on its 250 megawatt (MW) onshore
Scioto Ridge Wind Farm in the U.S. The project, located in Hardin and Logan Counties, is
powered by 75 Siemens Gamesa turbines and represents RWE’s first onshore wind project in
Ohio.

Scioto Ridge is RWE’s 28th onshore wind farm in the U.S. and has the capacity to provide clean
energy for more than 60,000 households.

Ohio has enormous potential for future projects, as wind power provides less than 2 percent of
the total electricity generation in the state. In addition Ohio has a long history of industrial
manufacturing, including approximately 52 wind-related factories – the most of any single
state in the U.S.

The U.S. accounts for more than one third of the RWE Group’s renewables capacity playing a
key role in RWE’s strategy to grow its renewables business. RWE constructs, owns and operates
some of the highest performing wind, solar and energy storage projects in the U.S.

Furthermore, RWE has entered into a joint venture, New England Aqua Ventus, focused on
floating offshore wind in the state of Maine.

Anja-Isabel Dotzenrath, CEO RWE Renewables:

“We are forging ahead with the expansion of our renewables portfolio and the U.S. is one of
our strategic target regions. Our onshore wind farm Scioto Ridge marks the successful entry
in the Ohio market. The state’s location in the heartland of the U.S. offers ideal conditions for
renewable energy and we are happy to bring this project online which can provide clean
energy for more than 60,000 households.”
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Pictures of Scioto Ridge for media use (credit: RWE) are available at the RWE Media Centre.
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RWE Renewables
RWE Renewables is one of the world's leading renewable energy companies. With around 3,500 employees, the company has
onshore and offshore wind farms, photovoltaic plants and battery storage facilities with a combined capacity of approximately 9
gigawatts. RWE Renewables is driving the expansion of renewable energy in more than 20 countries on five continents. From 2020
to 2022, RWE Renewables targets to invest €5 billion net in renewable energy and to grow its renewables portfolio to 13 gigawatts
of net capacity. Beyond this, the company plans to further grow in wind and solar power. The focus is on the Americas, the core
markets in Europe and the Asia-Pacific region.

Forward-looking statements
This press release contains forward-looking statements. These statements reflect the current views, expectations and assumptions
of management, and are based on information currently available to management. Forward-looking statements do not guarantee
the occurrence of future results and developments and are subject to known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual future
results and developments may deviate materially from the expectations and assumptions expressed in this document due to
various factors. These factors primarily include changes in the general economic and competitive environment. Furthermore,
developments on financial markets and changes in currency exchange rates as well as changes in national and international laws,
in particular in respect of fiscal regulation, and other factors influence the company’s future results and developments. Neither the
company nor any of its affiliates undertakes to update the statements contained in this press release.

German General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
Following the introduction of the GDPR, RWE would like to continue to send you press releases featuring information on the latest
topics regarding RWE and to contact you via electronic means for this purpose. We hereby inform you that we have updated our
privacy policy. We will not disclose any personal data that we have collected, stored and processed for the purposes of sending you
our press releases to third parties. Your personal data has been submitted on a voluntary basis. You have the right to prohibit this
use at any time. You have the right to obtain information from us concerning your stored personal data at any time and free of
charge and to object to the processing or use of your data. If you do not wish to continue to receive press releases, please inform us
of this via datenschutz-kommunikation@rwe.com. Your data will then be removed from our system and you will not receive any
more press releases from us. Please direct enquiries regarding our privacy policy to datenschutz@rwe.com.
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